Platinum Group Metals - Land Use Permit Renewal Application
Project Summary
Platinum Group Metals Ltd. (“PTM”) is a mid-tier Platinum Group Elements (“PGE”)
exploration company that has been operating intermittently in the NWT since 2003. We currently
hold active land use permit with the Wek’èezhìi Land and Water Board, W2008C0015 for the
Providence Lake Project (Formerly Credit Lake), which expires in October 07, 2015. PTM is the
sole operator on this property. The company is applying for a Land Use Permit Renewal with no
change of scope and reduced area.
The project is located 60 km west of the Ekati and Diavik diamond mines and Tibbitt to
Contwoyto Winter Ice Road. Access is predominantly via fixed wing and helicopter although a
pickup truck with Mattrax (see description below) has been used in winter months to supply camp
from the winter ice road (see Figure 1 for location).

History
The Providence property was originally part of the larger Credit Lake property by previous
operators. Credit Lake property was originally held De Beers Canada. In 1994, Kennecott
Canada Exploration (“Kennecott”) took over the rights. In 2004, Arctic Star entered into a joint
venture with Kennecott having a 60% back-in right. During the entire life of the project thus far,
extensive geophysics have been conducted and over 3,500 soil samples analyzed. In 2011
Platinum Group Metals Ltd. purchased 13 claims from Arctic Star for the Ni-Cu-PGE
mineralization located south of Lake Providence and Destaffany Lake. The back-in-right with
Kennecott (now Rio Tinto) was nullified and PTM became 100% owner of the project. The area
was reduced (see figure 2) to those 13 claims and 11 of them were brought to Lease by PTM.
The property now exists of 11 leases and one claim.
Project Description:
Recent exploration results have indicated a large nickel potential along a narrow (300m wide)
trend within the area of interest (see attached Maps).
There have been approximately 26 diamond drill holes completed by Arctic Star and PTM
combined to test the horizon of mineralization to a maximum depth of 350m.
Platinum Group Metals Ltd. intends to conduct ongoing exploration and test previously identified
targets and tested Ni-Cu-PGE targets. Data collection includes ground geophysical surveys
(spring, summer), gravity surveys (spring, summer), electro magnetic surveys (spring), soil
sampling (summer), and small-core diamond drilling (spring). Helicopter and snowmobile will
transport crews between camp and work sites. Both types of vehicle will restrict their distance in
an effort not to disturb any present wildlife. Wildlife sightings will be recorded. Any significant
wildlife sightings will be immediately reported to the appropriate official.
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Figure 1 Location Map in NWT and Winter Ice Road
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Figure 2: Providence Ni-Cu-PGE Property (in YELLOW) outline with camp location and
expired Arctic Star Diamond project claims (in RED)
The Camp:
Credit Lake camp is located at:
-111° 40’ 27.48” N, 64°31’, 29.65” W (see Fig.2)

Figure 3: Aerial view of Credit Lake camp
All operations are conducted from Credit Lake camp, located 11km southeast of the Leases.
There will be no change to camp construction except for clean-up and removal of redundant
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structures. Moving the camp onto Leases is seen as not being cost effective or environmentally
sound option.
The camp area is approximately 0.4 Ha, located on an esker, on the North end of an unnamed
lake. There are five sleep tents, an office, and core shack/storage. Please refer to Figure 3 for an
aerial view of the camp. Note the photo was taken prior to the latrine construction. It resides
between the back of the kitchen/dry and generator shack. All buildings except the generator
shack are heated with oil stoves and equipped with smoke detectors and fire extinguishers.
An electric pump draws fresh filtered water from the lake to the kitchen through a heat-trace
insulated pipe, housed by a long wooden box. The grey water outflow is away from the lake.
There are no other water bodies nearby.
Pit toilets are replaced with a latrine where “Pacto” waterless toilets are in use with daily
incineration of waste. The Pactos are emptied daily and burned or stored for shipment to
Yellowknife, eliminating the waste.
Combustible garbage is also burned, leaving ashes and some scrap. The ashes are flown via
fixed-wing to Yellowknife where it is disposed. The incinerator is upgraded for complete burn of
wastes.
Geophysical Data Collection:
Ground magnetic, helicopter-assisted electro-magnetic and gravity magnetic surveys measure
geophysical properties on the earth’s surface. These help determine the orientation and extent of
known mineralization.
The surveys are conducted by either flying, walking (or, in some cases, during snow cover
season, mounting equipment to a ski-doo) in a back and forth pattern known as a ‘grid’. The grid
lines are spaced between 5 and 100 metres. Once the readings are compiled, they represent the
earth’s magnetic contours (Figure 4a). The instrument used for conducting these surveys is called
a magnetometer. The magnetometer is (an environmentally noninvasive) instrument that
measures the earth’s magnetic field in the area.
A one-person crew is defined by one person walking a grid with a GPS and magnetometer
(Figs.4a and 4b). A 2-person crew, known as ‘dog-mag’, consists of a ski-doo driver pulling a
passenger with magnetometer who stands on a specially designed dog sled. The dog-mag method
helps collect a lot more data in less time. (Figure 5).
Environmental Impact:
Snowmobiles with skimmers have been an accepted method of transportation on the tundra,
causing little damage to the land since it is only used during snow cover season. The noise level
is not known to cause disturbance to land animals.
All magnetic survey methods use equipment that do not impact the environment.
There are
guidelines and restrictions relating to flight height in place that the helicopter pilot follows.
These restrictions keep the helicopter at a reasonable noise distance from animals on the ground,
in an effort to minimize disturbance to them.
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Figure. 4a: An example of ground geophysical data.
geophysicist.

Fig. 4b:

Magnetometer worn by

Figure 5: Dog Mag method developed to maximize area coverage in a short time.
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Drilling
Once the surveys have been completed the data collected is reviewed to determine locations for
drill targets. At least four weeks prior to the program mobilization date, PTM submits a drill plan
outline, which includes drill hole coordinate information, to Northwest Territories dept of Natural
Resources and affected parties. Drilling has historically taken place between March and May.
Land-based targets are theoretically drillable in summer months. The model of drill used is
generally a Discovery One JK Super 300 that drills BTW (46mm diameter core). Biodegradable,
non-toxic substances are used for drilling additives. Water is required for drilling. For land
based drill targets the drill and sumps are located at a minimum distance of 31m from the normal
high water mark of any water body. For on-ice drilling the sumps are located at a minimum
distance of 31metres from the normal high water mark of any water body.
Standard drill-pad size is 15m x 15m. Snow is shoveled away and shoveled back after the hole is
complete. This practice does not disturb the soil. Average depth per hole is 250 metres +/- 100
metres. Careful cleanup, which requires removal of all man made materials, is strictly enforced.
The program is supported by helicopter. There is also permitting to support drilling with a
specialized tracked truck called ‘Mattracks’ (www.mattracks.com). This technology has many
benefits. It is simple to install on any regular truck, requires less fuel than a helicopter (only uses
20% fuel than a helicopter!) and is quieter, therefore environmentally sound. The calculation for
a 1 tonne truck, (<6000lbs) is < 5 pounds per square inch, therefore, imposing no damage to
ground cover since we will only use it during months of snow cover. They will be parked and use
discontinued at the first sign of rutting. This practice will avoid damage to the ground. Popularity
with Mattracks is increasing among northern exploration companies including Environment
Canada. The Mattracks truck will most likely only be used to remove waste top the Winter Ice
Road and possibly to supply camp if fixed wing supply in the winter is not possible.

Figure 6: Aerial view of spring drilling process.
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Environmental/Resource Impacts
Low level air traffic noise is a concern in the arctic. All helicopter flights adhere to height
restriction rules and guidelines to ensure that wildlife is not harassed and/or disturbed.
Areas where wildlife is sighted, including dens, are avoided. Bear encounters are reported
immediately.
Environmentally friendly drilling practices include use of non-toxic and bio-degradable additives
whenever possible. Enough fuel to complete the drill hole is moved to the drill setup; usually less
than 4 drums.
Restoration Plans
All man-made materials are removed from drill sites. Prior to de-mobilization of the drill
program, all drill sites are inspected by the camp manager and any miscellaneous debris is
collected and removed.
For land-targets, snow is shoveled off to build the drill pad. Once the drill hole is complete, the
snow is pushed back over the area. Casings are cut as close to the ground as possible, so to match
the topography wherever possible. Drill sumps are carefully inspected to ensure there is no runoff. There is no digging in soil to create sumps. Drill water is held in natural depressions to
allow natural filtration without organic layer disturbance.
Platinum Group diligently consults with Northwest Territories Natural Resources inspectors
during the course of the programs. Inspectors conducts drill site inspections to ensure acceptable
land restoration has been achieved.
Platinum Group has been working in the NWT for a number of years. It is our policy to respect
the land during operation periods, carefully abiding by land use regulations. Our goal is to leave
a minimal footprint where we operate, continuing a harmonious relationship with and helping
ensure a positive future for the land and all that thrives on it.

Platinum Group Metals Ltd.
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PROVIDENCE PROPERTY, NWT Platinum Group Metals Ltd. CLAIM and LEASE LIST
LEASE
NUMBER

DISTRICT

NTS
SHEET

ISSUED DATE

EXPIRY DATE

LEASE
ACRES

LEASE
Ha

NT 5361

215

086A09

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2049

829

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5360

215

086A09

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2506

1014

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5359

215

086A09

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2550

1032

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5358

215

086A09

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2594

1050

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5357

215

076D12
and
086A09

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2604

1054

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5356

215

076D12

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2705

1095

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5355

215

076D12

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2521

1020

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5354

215

076D12

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2486

1006

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5353

215

076D12

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2743

1110

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5352

215

076D12

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2520

1020

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

NT 5351

215

076D12

30/06/2011

30/06/2032

2468

999

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

100

CLAIM
NUMBER

DISTRICT

RECORD DATE

ANNIVERSARY
DATE

CLAIM
ACRES

CLAIM
Ha

OWNER NAME
PRCT
1

K07001

215

13/04/2007

13/04/2017

2553.4

1033.32

Platinum Group
Metals Ltd.

NTS
SHEET
076D12
and
086A09

OWNER NAME
PRCT
1

100

